Stochastic distribution of a short region of Z-DNA within a long repeated sequence in negatively supercoiled plasmids.
We have analyzed, at nucleotide resolution, the progress of the B-to-Z transition as a function of superhelical density in a 2.2-kilobase plasmid containing the sequence d(C-A)31.d(T-G)31. The transition was monitored by means of reactivity to two chemical probes: diethyl pyrocarbonate, which is sensitive to the presence of Z-DNA, and hydroxylamine, which detects B-Z junctions. At a threshold negative superhelical density between about 0.048 and 0.056, hyper-reactivity to diethyl pyrocarbonate appears throughout the CA/TG repeat and remains as the superhelical density is further increased. However, there is no reactivity characteristic of B-Z junctions until the superhelical density reaches 0.084, when single cytosines at each end of the repeat become hyper-reactive to hydroxylamine. A two-dimensional gel analysis of this system by others (Haniford, D. B., and Pulleyblank, D. E. (1983) Nature 302, 632-634) indicates that only about half of the 62 base pairs of the CA/TG repeat undergo the initial transition at omega = 0.056. Our results indicate that this region of Z-DNA is free to exist anywhere along the CA/TG repeat and is probably constantly in motion. Well defined B-Z junctions are seen only when there is sufficient supercoiling to convert the entire CA/TG sequence to Z-DNA. The implications for possible B-Z transitions in chromosomal domains of different sizes are discussed.